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When our ceiling is the sky and our walls the horizon, 
the domestic dimension stretches towards infinity; 
that’s when SHAPES takes form and finds in the new 
OUTDOOR collection the possibility of expanding living 
spaces beyond your home. A wide range of new elements 
inspires us to imagine sensations that blend with new 
environments: sunshine, fresh scents and the delicate 
sounds of nature come together in a wonderful show thanks 
to the features of SHAPES.



Nature is not a place to visit. 
It is home.

Gary Snyder



PEDRO, modular sofa upholstered with fabric. Wooden structure.  
Metal details.

JISELLE, armchair upholstered with fabric and leather. Wooden 
structure.

PABLITO, coffee table with marble top, lacquered base.
PABLITO M, coffee table with marble top, lacquered base.
ALVARO, carpet.
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PEDRO, modular sofa upholstered with fabric. 
Wooden structure. Metal details.

JISELLE, armchair upholstered with fabric 
and leather. Wooden structure.

PABLITO, coffee table with marble top, 
lacquered base.

PABLITO M, coffee table with marble top, 
lacquered base.

ALVARO, carpet.
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PABLITO, coffee table with marble 
top, lacquered base.

PABLITO M, coffee table with marble 
top, lacquered base.

PEDRO, modular sofa upholstered 
with fabric. Wooden structure.

ALVARO, carpet.

PABLITO, PABLITO L, PABLITO M, coffee table with marble top, lacquered base.
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JISELLE, armchair upholstered with fabric 
and leather. Wooden structure.

PEDRO, modular sofa upholstered with fabric. 
Wooden structure.

PABLITO, coffee table with marble top, 
lacquered base.

ALVARO, carpet.

PEDRO, modular sofa upholstered 
with fabric. Wooden structure.

ALVARO, carpet.
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Eternity is the sea 
mixed with the sun.

Arthur Rimbaud



PEDRO, modular sofa upholstered with fabric. Wooden structure.
PABLITO L, coffee table with marble top, lacquered base.
PABLITO M, coffee table with marble top, lacquered base.

JOSÈ, coffee table with lacquered structure.
JOSÈ O, oval coffee table with lacquered structure.
SANTIAGO, carpet.
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PEDRO, modular sofa upholstered with fabric. Wooden structure.
PABLITO L, coffee table with marble top, lacquered base.
PABLITO M, coffee table with marble top, lacquered base.
JOSÈ O, oval coffee table with lacquered structure.
SANTIAGO, carpet.

PEDRO, modular sofa upholstered 
with fabric. Wooden structure.

 JOSÈ O, oval coffee table 
with lacquered structure.

SANTIAGO, carpet.
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 PEDRO, modular sofa upholstered with fabric. 
Wooden structure.

 PABLITO L, coffee table with marble top, 
lacquered base.

 PABLITO M, coffee table with marble top, 
lacquered base.

 JOSÈ, coffee table with lacquered structure.
JOSÈ O, oval coffee table with lacquered structure.

SANTIAGO, carpet.
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PEDRO, modular sofa upholstered 
with fabric. Wooden structure.

JOSÈ, coffee table with 
lacquered structure.

SANTIAGO, carpet.

JOSÈ, coffee table with lacquered structure.
JOSÈ O, oval coffee table with lacquered structure.
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Fantasy is a place
where it rains inside.

Italo Calvino



PEDRO, fixed sofa extra upholstered with 
fabric. Wooden structure.

PEDRO, fixed sofa standard upholstered with 
fabric. Wooden structure.

JISELLE, armchair upholstered with fabric 
and leather. Wooden structure.

FELIPE L, coffee table with wooden structure.
FELIPE, coffee table with wooden structure.

JOSÈ, coffee table with lacquered structure.
ALVARO, carpet.
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JISELLE, armchair upholstered with 
fabric and leather. Wooden structure.

ALVARO, carpet.

JISELLE, armchair upholstered with fabric and leather. Wooden structure.
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FELIPE, FELIPE L, FELIPE M, coffee table with wooden structure.

FELIPE L, coffee table with wooden structure. 
FELIPE, coffee table with wooden structure.

PEDRO, fixed sofa extra upholstered with fabric. Wooden structure.
PEDRO, fixed sofa standard upholstered with fabric. Wooden structure.

JOSÈ, coffee table with lacquered structure.
ALVARO, carpet.
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PEDRO, fixed sofa extra upholstered with fabric. Wooden structure.

PEDRO, fixed sofa extra 
upholstered with fabric.

Wooden structure.

PEDRO, fixed sofa standard 
upholstered with fabric.

Wooden structure.

JOSÈ, coffee table with 
lacquered structure.

FELIPE L, coffee table with 
wooden structure. 

FELIPE, coffee table with 
wooden structure.

ALVARO, carpet.
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PEDRO BIG, “cuccione” upholstered with fabric. Wooden structure.
JOSÈ O, oval coffee table with lacquered structure.
ALVARO, carpet.

PEDRO BIG, “cuccione” upholstered with fabric. Wooden structure.
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...and then, I have nature and art 
and poetry, and if that is not enough, 
what is enough?

Vincent Willem Van Gogh



JISELLE, love seat upholstered with fabric 
and leather. Wooden structure.

JISELLE, armchair upholstered with fabric 
and leather. Wooden structure.

FELIPE L, coffee table with wooden structure.
SANTIAGO, carpet.
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JISELLE, love seat upholstered with fabric and leather. Wooden structure.

JISELLE, love seat 
upholstered with fabric and 
leather. Wooden structure.

FELIPE L, coffee table with 
wooden structure.

SANTIAGO, carpet.
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My house is small but its windows 
open onto an infinite world.

Confucius



 PABLO, rectangular dining table with 
marble top and lacquered base.

 JISELLE S, chair upholstered with 
fabric and leather. Wooden structure.

ALVARO, carpet.
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PABLO, square dining table with marble top and lacquered base.

 PABLO, rectangular dining table 
with marble top and lacquered base.

 JISELLE S, chair upholstered 
with fabric and leather. Wooden 

structure.

ALVARO, carpet.
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JISELLE S, chair upholstered with fabric and leather. Wooden structure.

JISELLE S, chair upholstered with fabric and leather. Wooden structure.
PABLO, rectangular dining table with marble top and lacquered base.

 ALVARO, carpet.
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION



PEDRO closed end side RIGHT and LEFT with 
small armrest

PEDRO closed end side RIGHT and LEFT/corner 
with long armrest

PEDRO open end side RIGHT and LEFT

PEDRO central element

PEDRO chaise longue

PEDRO pouf

PEDRO BIG “cuccione”

PEDRO fixed sofa extra

JISELLE love seat

PEDRO fixed sofa standard

JISELLE armchair JISELLE S chair
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PABLITO coffee table

PABLITO M coffee table PABLITO L coffee table

FELIPE L coffee table

FELIPE M coffee tableFELIPE coffee table

PABLO rectangular table

ALVARO carpet SANTIAGO carpet

PABLO square table

JOSÈ O oval coffee tableJOSÈ coffee table

size on requestsize on request
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WOOD

Natural Travertino Navona

MARBLE

High Gloss Sapeli Mahogany

METAL

Satin Steel
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project by 
Curvedstudio Design

Via Sassari, 4
56038 Ponsacco (PI) - ITALY

Phone +39 0587 731 307
Fax +39 0587 733 448

info@cprnhomood.it
www.cprnhomood.it
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